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NBA EDITION 

Atlanta Hawks Ice Trae Pet Rock Snow Globe Edition ($35) 

This pet rock captures one of the greatest PG in NBA, Ice 
Trae. He is currently a point guard for the Atlanta Hawks. 
His ability of shooting, dribbling, and playmaking made 
him one of the best. His name Ice Trae comes from his 
celebration where he shudders as if he was cold. This 
snow globe edition comes with Trae Young Pet Rock, 
bouncy Basketball for Ice Trae Pet Rock, and a QR code 
that you can scan to get a 99 overall Trae Young card in 
2K mobile.  



                  

You  can also get the Ice Trae Pet Rock Box Edition. This Trae 
young pet rock comes in a nest in a box with the bouncy 
basketball. However, the 99 Trae Young card QR code is not 
included. 

Atlanata Hawks Ice Trae Pet Rock Box Edition ( $15)  



Atlanta Hawks Ice Trae Single Edition ($12) 

This single edition is for those who want to only buy the 
pet rock. It does not include the bouncy basketball, or the 
QR code.    



 

Atlanta Hawks Ice Trae Pet Rock Home ($75) 

This pet rock takes home care to the next level. It is 
equipped with a XD-14 chip which has bluetooth 
connection speed of 0.5 seconds, connection range of 60 
meters and has the best voice recognition system. Its 
speakers also produce 320 kbps and up to 130 db 
making it a great speaker. After connecting your device, 
you can control the temperature, light, and security of 
your house. It also has microphones spread across its 
body to pick up sound.  



 

This Pet Rock will not only be a cute addition to your child’s room 
but also a great way to protect your child from far. This cute pet 
rock nanny cam is not only cute, but provides 1080p live video 
feed of your child’s room. The two cameras in both eyes work 
together to provide a 360 view of the entire room. The servers are 
also very fast and secure which will prevent hackers. This pet rock 
will allow you to also communicate with your child from far.  

Teddy Pet Rock Nanny Cam
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